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Abstract—Sarcasm detection has been treated as a task that
classifies text as sarcastic or non-sarcastic. Sarcasm detection is
a significant challenge for sentiment analysis because sarcasm in-
volves a positive expression with negative meaning. Previous work
focused on relation information between pairs of role expressions,
such as “boss and staff,” and proposed a sarcasm detection
method based on surface and relation information. Although
they showed the effectiveness of the relation information, due
to the small scale of the list of role pairs, the effectiveness was
limited to a small scale. In this paper, we attempt to improve
the performance of the sarcasm detection method. We propose a
role pair extraction method using a bootstrap method to obtain
a larger role pair list than the previous work. In addition, we
propose weighting methods for each role pair. Then, we evaluate
the method using our role pair list and weighting methods by
comparing the method using the list of the previous work. We
find that we can obtain approximately threefold increase for
role pairs. Although the effectiveness is limited, the experimental
result shows a potential benefit because the method with topic
similarity can reduce the influence of such noise pairs.
Index Terms—Sarcasm, Relation representation, Sentiment
analysis, Opinion mining, Microblogging
I. INTRODUCTION
Sarcasm presents a negative meaning using positive expres-
sions. The surface sentiment of words in the sarcastic text is
not always the same as the intended sentiment.
Example 1: He is a good boss who gives his staff homework
to do on the weekend.
In Example 1, even though the writer uses the positive word
“good,” the intention is to criticize the boss. A basic task
in sentiment analysis is to classify sentences as positive or
negative, and the surface sentiment of words is an important
feature for such classifications. However, sarcastic sentences
are often misclassified; thus, sarcasm detection is a significant
challenge in sentiment analysis [1].
Many researchers have studied sarcasm detection as a task
that classifies a text into sarcastic or non-sarcastic [2]–[6].
These studies handled tweets as the dataset. Riloff et al.
[2] proposed a method that automatically extracts lists of
positive sentiment phrases and negative situation phrases. For
[3]–[5], words or phrases were commonly used as features
in machine learning. On the other hand, our previous work
[6] focused on relations that appeared in sarcastic tweets.
We introduced relation embeddings between role pairs. For
example, in Example 1, the “staff” criticizes the “boss”. The
“staff” and “boss” are role expressions in the example. We
extracted role pairs from a corpus and constructed the relation
vector expressing the relation of role pairs. The experimental
result shows the effectiveness of the relation vector in a
sarcasm detection task. We follow the strategy by [6].
In this paper, we propose a sarcasm detection model using
role pairs. This is an extended approach of our previous work.
Our previous method contains two problems. We deal with
the problems in this paper. Figure 1 shows an overview of our
previous method and our solutions for the two problems (the
green part in the figure).
The first problem is the size of the role pairs. To improve
the accuracy of the sarcasm detection task, the size of the
role pairs has an important element because we reported that
applying the role pairs increased the F1-score by 3 points in
our previous work. However, we also reported that the ratio
of sarcastic data containing role pairs was just 22% of our
sarcastic dataset. The ratio is not sufficient. To solve this
problem, we propose an augmentation method by a bootstrap
approach. We believe that the augmentation of the role pairs
leads to the improvement of the accuracy.
The second problem is the usage of relation vectors from
role pairs. In the previous work, the average relation vector
was applied into the attention-based Bi-LSTM model [7], [8].
However, the role pairs that were extracted from the target
sentence were not always correct. If the method extracts a
wrong role pair, it leads to a decrease in accuracy. For example,
if the wrong pair “boss” and “weekend” are extracted, the
method probably generates an inappropriate average relation
vector for the Bi-LSTM. In addition, the augmented role pairs
sometimes contain noise information due to the automatic
augmentation process. In analogy with wrong pairs, the noise
role pairs also cause a significant problem to generate the
average relation vector. Therefore, we need to consider the
importance of each pair. To solve this problem, we introduce
a weighting process to generate the average relation vector. In
this paper, we compare two types of weighting methods; the
strength of association (SOA) and topic similarity.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We increase the number of roles and role pairs. We ob-
tained approximately threefold increase for roles and role
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Fig. 1. An overview of the sarcasm detection method.
pairs, respectively. The ratio of sarcastic data containing
role pairs is 30% while the previous work was 22%.
• We introduce two weighting methods. We verified that the
accuracy of the methods with the weighting was better
than the methods without the weighting. In addition, the
method with the topic similarity was equivalent to or
slightly better than the best method in a dataset.
II. BASELINE METHOD
In this section, we explain the role pair extraction process
and the sarcasm detection model in our previous work [6] and
the problems.
A. Role Pair Extraction
The process comprised (1) extraction of role expressions
(boss, staff, teacher, student, etc.) from a corpus and (2)
identification of role pairs (e.g., boss and staff) from the
extracted role expressions. The role pair extraction process
is summarized as follows.
• Step 1: We first identified and extracted role expressions
from a corpus. Here, we assumed that a word that
adjoins “にとっては (for)” or “としては (as)” tends
to express a role in Japanese1. Therefore, we extracted
nouns that adjoin “にとっては (for)” or “としては (as)”
from the corpus. We considered the extracted words as
role expressions.
1Note that the original Japanese words (にとっては andとしては) are more
meaningful than the translated words (for and as).
• Step 2: Then, we identified pairs of role expressions. To
identify role expressions, we used the Japanese parallel
particle “と (and)” as a marker. Role pairs are often
expressed by a parallel marker, e.g., “上司 と 部下 (boss
and staff).” We considered role expressions that adjoin “
と” as a role pair.
We obtained the role pair list as above. However, due to
the small scale of the list of role pair, the ratio of sarcastic
data with role pairs was low. It seems that this is caused by
the clue expressions are only “にとっては (for)” or “として
は (as)”. Since there were few clue expressions, the number
of extracted role expressions was small. Therefore, we attempt
to obtain a large role pair list by using a bootstrap method in
this study. (The left side of Figure 1.)
B. Sarcasm Detection Model
The model in our previous work is shown on the upper side
of Figure 1. If an input sentence contains multiple pairs, our
previous method generates the relation vector for the sentence
by the average of the role pair relation vectors. Therefore,
all role pairs were assigned the same weight in our previous
method. However, the role pairs that were extracted from
the target sentence were not always correct. In addition, the
weights of each role pair are equally beneficial to the model.
Some role pairs contribute to the sarcasm detection while some
role pairs might be a low contribution. In this paper, we assign
a weight corresponding to role pairs to a relation vector to
















上司にとっては (For a boss)











Fig. 2. The flow of the bootstrap method.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In our method, we use a bootstrap method to extract a large
number of clue expressions for a role pair extraction. The
bootstrap method uses a small clue expression list (the seeds of
the bootstrap) and expands the list. We extract role expressions
using the large clue expression list and identify role pairs in
the role expression list. In addition, we propose two types
of weighting methods for role pairs. The methods calculate a
weight for each role pair on the basis of a role pair frequency
in sarcastic data and that in non-sarcastic data. In this section,
we explain the role pair extraction using the bootstrap method
and a sarcasm detection model using weighted relation vectors.
A. Role Pair Extraction Using Bootstrap Method
Figure 2 shows the flow of the bootstrap method. The
bootstrap method iterates 2 steps: (I) expansion of the role
expression list and (II) expansion of the clue expression list.
We explain each step.
• Step I: First, we extract candidate nouns of role expres-
sions from a corpus using a small clue expression list (the
seeds of the bootstrap). We use “にとっては (for)” and
“としては (as)” as the seeds. We score each extracted
candidate noun. We will explain the scoring later. We
rank the candidate nouns based on the scores. We select
the top 30 candidates and add the candidates to the role
expression list.
• Step II: Next, we extract candidate clue expressions from
the corpus using the role expression list. We extract 1-
grams and 2-grams that occur immediately before or
after each role expression in texts of the corpus as
the candidates. We score each extracted candidate clue
expressions. We will explain the scoring later. We rank
the candidate clue expressions based on the scores. We
select the top 30 candidates and add the candidates to the
clue expression list.
The previous work extracted role expressions with the clue
expressions “にとっては (for)” and “としては (as)”. In this
method, we obtain a larger clue expression list than the list
of the previous work by the iterations of the above steps.
We extract role expressions with the clue expression list.
Therefore, we can obtain a larger role expression list than
the previous work.
We explain the scoring methods in each step. The score for







where keywordList is the clue expression list in an iteration.
Count(cand) is the total number of occurrences of cand in
the corpus. Co(key, cand) is the number of co-occurrences
of key and cand in the corpus. We assign the score to each
candidate of role expressions. The scoring method for clue
expressions is similar to that for role expressions. The score







where roleList is the role expression list in an iteration.
For example, we obtained new clue expressions, such as “
なりの (one’s way of)”, and role expressions such as “政権
(government)” and “患者 (patient)”.
We identify role pairs from the extracted role expressions.
We apply the same method as our previous work [6] that we
described in Section II-A to identify the role pairs.
B. Sarcasm Detection Using Weighted Relation Vector
In a similar way to [6], we train an attention-based Bi-
LSTM model using two types of inputs, i.e., word embeddings
obtained by word2vec [9] and the role pair relation vector.
By inputting the word embeddings that express each word
in a sentence, the model operates a sequence of words in
a sentence. Then, the model generates the role pair relation
vector when a sentence contains role pairs. In the original
model by [6], if an input sentence contains multiple pairs,
the average of the role pair relation vectors is assigned as the
relation vector for the sentence. In addition, if a target sentence
contains no role pairs, we input a zero vector instead of a role
pair relation vector. The model handles the relation vector as
the final input to the attention-based Bi-LSTM model.
Here we incorporate a weighting method into the original
model. By using the weighting method, we distinguish impor-
tant role pairs for sarcasm detection from noise role pairs. We
propose two weighting methods in this paper as follows:
• SOA weighting
We consider the influence of each role pair on sarcasm
detection. We calculate a weight for each role pair on the
basis of a role pair frequency in sarcastic data and that
in non-sarcastic data. We use the strength of association
(SOA) [10] to calculate the weight for each role pair.
The SOA score is calculated as follows:
SOA(p, c) = PMI(p, c)− PMI(p,¬c)
= log2









where p is a role pair and c is sarcastic or non-sarcastic
data. freq(p, c) is a frequency of p in c. freq(p,¬c) is
a frequency of p in ¬c. freq(c) is the ratio of c in all
data. freq(¬c) is the ratio of ¬c in all data. We calculate
a weight for a role pair Weightp as follows:
Weightp = 1 +max{SOA(p, sarcastic data),
SOA(p, non-sarcastic data)}
(4)
Here, SOA(p, c) and SOA(p,¬c) satisfy Eq. 5.
SOA(p, c) = −SOA(p,¬c) (5)
Therefore, either SOA(p, sarcastic data) or
SOA(p, non-sarcastic data) is a negative score
in Eq. 4. We used the max function in Eq. 4 to obtain
a positive score. Here, we do not calculate weights for
low-frequency role pairs. If a role pair do not appear
more than once in sarcastic data and non-sarcastic data,
we assign 1 to the role pair as the weight.
• Topic similarity weighting
Since sarcasm is very much topic-dependent and highly
contextual [11], the speaker and hearer often need to share
background knowledge to recognize sarcasm. The “staff”
criticizes the “boss” in Example 1. It seems that two
role expressions sharing similar topics, such as “boss”
and “staff” in Example 1, tend to appear in a sarcastic
text. Moreover, two role expressions that do not share
similar topics are often a noise pair that do not relevant
to sarcasm. For example, two role expressions “staff” and
“student” probably do not share a similar topic. We be-
lieve that role pairs without a similar topic, such as “staff”
and “student,” do not contribute to the sarcasm detection,
as compared with role pairs in a similar topic, such as
“boss” and “staff”. For the topic similarity weighting, we
use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [12]. We construct
a vector expressing topic proportions in a role expression
and then calculate a cosine similarity between the topic
vectors of role expressions in a role pair. We assign the
similarity to each role pair as the weight.
IV. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we describe the experiments to evaluate
our role pair list and sarcasm detection method using the
list. We compare our list of role expressions with the list of
our previous work [6]. In addition, we compared our sarcasm
detection method using our role pair list with the previous
work.
A. Experimental Settings
For the role pair extraction, we used the Japanese tweet
dataset construed by [6]. The dataset contained 23 million
tweets from Twitter2. We used 1 million tweets to obtain a
clue expression list3. We extracted role expressions from the
23 million tweets using the clue expression list. We also used
the 23 million tweets to identify role pairs.
For sarcasm detection, we also used the sarcastic tweets
datasets constructed by [6] for the sarcasm detection task. We
created development, training, and test datasets in [6]. Table I
shows the number of tweets in each dataset.
The parameters of the Bi-LSTM are as follows: the number
of input vector dimensions was 200; the number of hidden
units was 150. We used Adam [13] for optimization with a
learning rate of 0.001 and the epoch size was 30.
We used the training data to calculate SOA weights for
role pairs. We used the sarcastic tweets in training data and
development data to train the LDA model. We set the number
of latent topics of the model to 25.
We proposed some approaches in Section III; the Boot-
strapped Role Pair (BRP) list in Section III-A and two
weightings (SOA and Topic) in Section III-B. Hence, we can
combine the approaches. In this experiment, we evaluate three
methods as follows:
• Method1: this method just uses the BRP list. The method
did not use any weights for role pairs.
• Method2: this method uses the BRP list with SOA
weights for role pairs.
• Method3: this method used the BRP list with topic
similarity weights for role pairs.
We evaluate the three methods. In addition, we compare our
sarcasm detection methods using our role pair list with two
baseline methods.
• Baseline1: this method uses our previous role pair list.
• Baseline2: this method is the best performance for the
dataset in the previous work. It used our previous role
pair list with the assignment function based on a relation
vector of a similar tweet. We constructed the Bi-LSTM
model for the assignment in [6]. The inputs to the model
were the sequence of word embedding of each word in
a tweet. The model predicted a relation vector of the
tweet. First, to train the model, we used tweets containing
role pairs. Next, the model was used to predict the
relation vector of tweets that did not contain role pairs.
At the prediction, the model predicted a vector that was
a relation vector of a similar tweet in the training data.
B. Result of Role Pair Extraction
Table II shows the results of the extraction for the develop-
ment data. The numbers of the role expressions and the role
pairs by our method, namely the BRP list, in Section III-A
were larger than the numbers of outputs by our previous work.
2https://twitter.com/
3We used a part of tweets due to the processing time.
TABLE II







with role pairs (%)
Previous list from [6] 3,607 35,688 22
BRP list in Section III-A 10,225 105,337 30
TABLE III
THE RESULT OF SARCASM DETECTION.
Precision Recall F1-measure
Baseline1 (Method using
the list in [6]) 0.802 0.802 0.801
Baseline2 (Method using
the list in [6] with assignment) 0.803 0.803 0.802
Method1: BRP list
without weights for role pairs 0.794 0.794 0.794
Method2: BRP list
with SOA weights 0.800 0.799 0.799
Method3: BRP list
with topic similarity weights 0.804 0.802 0.802
The ratio of sarcastic tweets with role pairs rose considerably
(22% to 30%).
We confirmed the numbers of sarcastic tweets that contain
role pairs in our role pair list and do not contain role pairs in
our previous list. 72% of the sarcastic tweets contain multiple
role pairs in our augmented list.
The following is an example of a sarcastic tweet.
Example 2: まああそこの事務所はタレントに何か言
う前に事務所の方に先に文句言いたくなるからタレント守っ
てるとも言えるけど (I want to complain to his entertainment
office rather than the actor before saying something to
the actor. In a sense, the office protected actors well from
complaints.)
Example 2 contains two pairs “事務所とタレント (actor
and office)” and “何と前 (before and something)4”. However,
“何 (something)” and “前 (before)” in the pair “何と前
(before and something)” do not express any roles in the
example. These pairs are generated by our bootstrap method.
Therefore, the weighting methods in Section III-B are expected
to assign low weights to the noise pairs in the experiment of
the next section.
C. Result of Sarcasm Detection
In this section, we compare our sarcasm detection methods
with the two baseline methods. We also evaluate the effective-
ness of the weighting methods, namely the SOA score and the
topic similarity.
We used precision, recall, and F1-measure scores as the
criteria. Table III shows the experimental results. The F1 score
of Method1, namely the use of only BRP list, was lower
than those of Method2 and Method3, namely models with
weighting (0.794 vs. 0.799 and 0.802). This result shows
4Note that these English words are not nouns although we defined that
each role pair consists of nouns in Section III. This is caused by English
translation. The original words in Japanese are nouns.
the effectiveness of the weighting methods for the sarcasm
detection task. On the other hand, the F1 score of Method2,
the SOA score, was also lower than the F1 score of Baseline1
(0.799 vs 0.801). In other words, the SOA score essentially
did not contribute to the improvement. We set a limitation
for the SOA; a frequency threshold. Many role pairs did not
satisfy the threshold. As a result, the number of role pairs
dramatically decreased (105,337 pairs to 1,418 pairs). Hence,
the method with the SOA did not work well in the detection.
The F-score of the method with the topic similarity weights
was equivalent to or slightly better than the two baselines
(0.802 vs. 0.801 and 0.802). The result shows the applicability
of our method although it was limited effectiveness5. Hence,
we analyzed a sarcastic tweet that was classified correctly by
Method3. The following is an example:
Example 3: 医者が患者と向き合わず何らかの特別な機械
にまかせるの？すごいね。(Do doctors leave the patient to
some special machine? Amazing. )
In Example 3, the sarcastic tweet contains role pairs such
as “医者と患者 (doctor and patient)” and “何と特別 (some
and special).” The role pair with the highest topic similarity
score was “医者と患者 (doctor and patient)”. On the other
hand, our method assigned a small value to the score for the
pair “何と特別 (some and special)” appropriately. In other
words, our method contains a potential benefit because the
method with topic similarity can reduce the influence of such
noise pairs. Therefore, we need more deep analysis of the
importance of role pairs and discuss another augmentation
method with high accuracy.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a sarcasm detection model using
role pairs. The method was an extended approach to the best
method that handled relation vectors.
We dealt with two problems of the method; the size of role
pairs and the usage of relation vectors. For the size problem,
we applied a bootstrap approach to the data augmentation
process. We obtained approximately threefold increase for
roles and role pairs, respectively. For the usage problem, we
introduced two types of weighting methods; the strength of
association (SOA) and topic similarity based on LDA. The
weighting methods contributed to the improvement of the ac-
curacy, as compared with the method without the weightings.
The method with the topic similarity was equivalent to or
slightly better than the best method in the dataset. Although
the effectiveness was limited, our method shows a potential
benefit because the method with topic similarity can reduce
the influence of such noise pairs.
From the experimental result, we confirmed the importance
of role pairs and relation vectors in the sarcasm detection task.
To improve the F1-score of the task, we need to generate a role
pair augmentation method with high accuracy. In addition, we
5For the precision rate, there is no significant difference (p < 0.05) between
0.804 (Method3) vs. 0.803 (the best method in this dataset that was reported
in [6])
need to introduce other weighting methods and compare them
in the task.
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